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OUR HISTORY
Urano Seguridad is a private security company authorized by the Ministry of
Interior with the number 3886, with scope of action throughout the national
territory.
Established in 2006 in the Canary
Islands. The company’s
headquarters are located on the
Santa Cruz de Tenerife island, in
San Miguel de Abona.
The company was acquired by new
owners (current management) in
2016, with Mr. Miguel Domínguez
Padín as CEO.
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MISSION, VISION Y VALUES
We are a security company specialized in the surveillance and protection of
goods and people, with a close and direct treatment with our clients and
full involvement with the services we provide.
SERIOUSNESS

A global vision and business
growth objective, valuing quality
rather than quantity, is the
philosophy of our company. We
want to be a benchmark of
quality, closeness and trust for
our customers.

EFFICIENCY

COMMITMENT

CLOSENESS

RESPOSNSABILITY

PRODUCTIVITY
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OUR TEAM
The human team is essential for Urano Seguridad, since they are the first and
the last image that customers see. That is why, when selecting staff, the
following aspects are valued:

PROFESSIONALISM

EXPERIENCE

RESPONSABILITY

SERIOUSNESS

IMAGE

COMMITMENT

TRAINING

All these qualities are necessary for service excellence. A human group where
teamwork and adaptability to different environments are vital. All the security
guards are enabled by the interior Ministry.
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ORGANIZATION CHART
Board of Directors

CEO
Miguel Domínguez

Audiovisual
Productions

Chief of Security
Cecilia Cano

Coordinator

Delegate Chielf of Security
(Canarias)
Eduardo Casañas

North Zone
Coordinator
José Manuel
Herrera

Commercial
Department
Lourdes Sosa

South Zone
Coordinator
Jorge Perdomo

Administration
Department
Eva Otero

HR Deparment
Marta Parada
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SERVICES
Urano Seguridad offers its services of surveillance and protection of
goods, establishments, places and events, public and private, as well as of
the people that could be in these places.
Present in both, private and public sector services.
Urano Seguridad provides its
services at the highest point in
Spain, in the Mount Teide Cable Car,
at 3.555 m high.
We are also present in the
audiovisual production industry,
where the work “side by side” with
the producers differentiates us.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
2018 was a before and after in our company, as we enter the Audiovisual
Production Sector, providing our security services to the producers.
We started this journey with Sur Film and Warner Bros, in WONDER
WOMAN 1984.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
During February and March 2019,
we have carried out an ambitious
project in Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria and La Palma Islands,
providing our security services in
the first season of the Netflix Series
“THE WITCHER” hand in hand with
SUR FILM.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
In April 2019, on the Tenerife Island, we were doing the
surveillance during the filming of several chapters of the BBC
series, ”DOCTOR WHO” also with SUR FILM.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
From October till end of November 2019, on the Fuerteventura and
Lanzarote Islands, we have been part of a very challenging project ,
”THE ETERNALS” from Marvel, with SUR FILM SACK LUNCH.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
On November 2019, on the Tenerife Island, we provided our
security services to an another NETFLIX production, ”THE ONE”,
with SUR URBAN PRODUCTIONS.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
On February 2020, on the
island of La Palma (Canary
Islands), we provided our
security services to an another
NETFLIX production, “Good
Morning, Midnight”, with
CANARY KLOPP film producer.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
On February 2020, on the island
of Tenerife (Canary Islands), we
provided our security services
during the shooting of the
YAMAHA advertisment, with
BVBA-ANT PRODUCTIONS.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
A film production is an important project which requires great
adaptability by the people who make up the team.
Urano Seguridad, is also part of the production team, adapting itself
to the needs that arise, in the most efficient possible way.

“Hard work, involvement and total coordination with
the members of the film production company”
Therefore, for this type of services, Urano Seguridad has a division
dedicated solely and exclusively to coordinate and document
management.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTIONS
Given our involvement in audiovisual projects, Urano Seguridad
has recently joined PROFILM as a collaborator, an association that
represents 90% of production companies that develop audiovisual
projects with third countries in Spain.
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COORDINATION
A coordinator is assigned in person, with 24/7 availability, throughout the
production, thereby ensuring the relatonship is direct with the producer,
which implies that is the security company itself who resolves any issue or
need at the moment, as there are no intermediaries.
There is also a direct communication channel 24/7 with the production
company.
The shift change development, which is an important part of the service,
will be carried out efficiently and quickly, adapting to the needs of filming
and thus preventing the work of audiovisual production from being
hindered, with special emphasis on the filming sets.
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SERVICES ORGANIZATION
Based on our experience, the following aspects are basic when performing our
duties with maximum efficiency.
WRITING THE PART OF
SERVICE
• Where all incidents
occurred in the service
are reflected.

DELIMIT AND SECURE
THE AREAS

VEHICLES ACCESS
CONTROL

• To be monitored, using
fences, cones and beacon
tape

• Access control to vehicles
with sensitive material, by
lising or by accreditation
verification.

SET ACCESS CONTROL

HIGH CAPACITY OF
REACTION

KEY CUSTODY

• Access control to the
set, important this
point, providing the
service in “silent mode”.

• High capacity to react
to unforseen events and
modifications.

The access to vans,
trucks, to warehouses,
mobile homes…etc has to
be immediate.
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PUBLIC AREAS SECURITY SERVICES PLANS
Based on our experience and on the productions needs, when the locations
are in a public areas, such as beaches, natural or national parks, public roads…
etc, URANO SEGURIDAD develop a security service plan which consists on:

TO IDENTIFY
THE
LOCATIONS
AT PUBLIC
AREAS

TO CONTACT TO
THE TERRITORIAL
UNIT OF PRIVATE
SECURITY FOR
APPROVAL.

TO CONTACT
WITH THE LOCAL
AUTHORITIES

TO DEVELOP A
SECURITY PLAN BY
THE SECURITY CHIEF

TO REQUEST AN
AUTHORIZATION
FOR A PUBLIC
SECURITY SERVICE
TO THE
GOVERNMENT
SUBDELEGATION.

DAILY
COMMUNICATIONS
WITH THE NATIONAL
AND LOCAL POLICE,
DURING THE LENGHT
OF THE SECURITY
SERVICE
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DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Proof of registration of the Social Security of each worker or work
team is provided in case they are requested, copies of the
employment contracts, certificates of the occupational risks
prevention.
Before the 12th of each month,

a copy of each salary receipt

(payroll) and its corresponding proof of payment will also be
delivered. (if requested).
Certificates of being up to date with social security and the Tax
Agency will be attached on a monthly basis
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A RESPONSIBLE COMPANY
Responsability is the fundamental pillar of the company, the development
of responsible business management contributes to the creation of longterm value por employees, customers, suppliers and for society as a whole.
With the objective of offering excellence in services, it invests in continuous
improvement through the training of its employees in Trading Centers
approved by the Ministry of Interior.
Urano Seguridad is part of the Group of companies associated with RED
AZUL, an Integral Plan of the National Police with the Private Security
Sector, which is based on the need for professional collaboration of
complementarity and co-responsability, achieving a setting scenario in
common of resources that imply the establishment of a true “security
alliance” between the Private Security and the National Police.
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A COMMITTED COMPANY
Committed to its workers, Urano Seguridad, in order to facilitate the
reconciliation of work and family life, it meets its workers,
improving the social conditions of the current Private Security
agreement, through licenses and permits for marriage, birth of
children, fatherhood, vacations, etc.
The workers follow a strict control in their training, keeping them
updated and at the forefront in all the fundamental aspects of
Private Security.
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CIVIL LIABILITY AND ORP
URANO SEGURIDAD, has an Insurance Policy with Mapfre Spain, in the Civil
Responsability modality with nº 0961570020394. (Limit 1.000.000 €).

It also has an agreement insurance for their
Workers, who covers for any eventuallity
arising.

In compliance with the norms of Safety, Health and Hygiene at work and
with the current Law 31/1995, of November 8th on Occupational Risk
Prevention, Urano Seguridad has the services of the PREVIMAC company, in
charge of Health and Prevention of Labor Risks of workers
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Miguel Domínguez Padín
+34 657 289 358
miguel@uranoseguridad.com

Cecilia Cano Gil
+34 695 930 483
cecilia@uranoseguridad.com

www.uranoseguridad.com
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